
  CHAPTER 26

        Ivan Gorky, the commander of the Barenkov, had watched the Minsk 

  slip quietly out of Jacob's Bay in the quiet hours that preceded the dawn. The 

  moon was in the first quarter and shed enough light to turn the sea to silver 

  and to silhouette the sleek hull of the submarine as she made her way to the 

  entrance of the bay. He imagined the activity below decks, the dozen or so 

  men who made up her crew, performing the essential tasks to ensure that the 

  ship responded to the quiet commands of her captain, who stood merged into 

  the shadows of the conning tower.

          Gorky stood motionless on the beach and reflected on his decision to 

  remain behind. It hadn't been easy to decline  the offer to leave with Peter 

  Kharkov and Alexei Chernov and the crew they had scraped together for their 

  voyage. There were no family reasons, no particular attractions that bound 

  him to the town. His decision had been based upon other considerations. The 

  desire   to   remember   things   as   they   once   had   been,   was   greater   than   the 

  desire to return to a devastated land and he had no similar circumstances to 

  those that drove Peter Kharkov to seek for what he had lost.

          There   were   other   silent   figures   grouped   around   him,   no   doubt   all 

  considering  the  options they had  been offered. Of the  nine  senior  officers 

  from the three submarines, only four remained. Five had chosen to go with 

  their   commander   back   to   what   remained   of   their   homeland.   Gorky   could 

  appreciate the yearning for the past, but he was pragmatic enough to realise 

  that the past was gone, blown away by a similar wind to that which they had 

  unleashed on the old capital on the other side of the headland.



        The Minsk was a dwindling speck in the ocean swell, perhaps the 'Holy 

  man" on the promontory would see them for a longer time. Gorky flicked a 

  glance an the stump of the lighthouse, perched on the end of the headland. It 

  was a lonely place for a man to choose to live out his days. He shrugged to 

  himself, everyone to their own taste. He turned to the dozen or so men who 

  remained and  who had found  enough  interest  to see their  old  commander 

  and their crewmates depart.

          Serge Belin  met his eye  without wavering, beyond  him, Boris Arpov 

  looked a little more nervous, almost apologetic that he hadn't gone with his 

  captain. Gorky wondered if there was any significance in the fact that both 

  the   Number   One   and   the   Number   Two   of   the   Minsk   had   elected   to   stay 

  behind. He knew Belin  had started a family, it was understandable that he 

  would choose to remain. Arpov, on the other hand, was roaming around the 

  countryside in the company of a woman almost old enough to be his mother 

  and   with   whom   he   did   not   seem   to   have   a   romantic   relationship.   Gorky 

  shrugged his shoulders again, it was their business, but Arpov was a strange 

  one.

        He looked at the Barenkov, rolling in the slight swell that accompanied 

  the incoming tide. He hadn't been back on board since they had left her three 

  years earlier, on the first morning of this new Kingdom. His mouth twisted in 

  distaste. He didn't like  the term - kingdom - it went against all  the political 

  indoctrination  he had ever endured. Kingdoms spelt decadence. So far, he 

  had to admit, the society in which they lived had not resembled his concept of 

  a   kingdom,   in   fact,   it   was   more   like   the   utopian   dream   their   communist 

  masters had tried and failed to implement in their homeland.

        He no longer tried to reason about these things and he had left the 

  management   of   this   new   'Kingdom'   to   Peter   Kharkov   and   the   rest   of   the 



  committee of his brother officers. It was a time of change, the disappearing 

  dot of the Minsk confirmed it. He looked again at the Barenkov, she was the 

  next item destined for the scrap heap. He tried to feel dispassionate about it 

  but it wasn't easy. He was quite sure that he would never put to sea in her 

  again.   He   would   never   get   together   a   crew   and   even   if   he   did,   for   what 

  purpose? The Barenkov was a museum piece, a leftover from the past and 

  the fantasy world which Peter Kharkov and his fellow travellers was trying to 

  recreate. Serge Belin cleared his throat.

        "I suppose, Comrade Gorky, the departure of the Peter Kharkov makes 

  you our commander?"

          Gorky   didn't   answer   immediately.   He   stared   after   the   Minsk   and 

  thought he could still see her. He had a momentary wish that Kharkov would 

  change his mind and return. He knew it was wishful thinking.

        "To be the commander is irrelevant, I think, Comrade Belin. I do not 

  claim the privilege."

        Boris Arpov had wandered away and was contemplating the skeletal 

  remains of the Potolkin and the sealed unit of the nuclear pile within. No one 

  had attempted to interfere with it, Peter Kharkov had seen to that. Now, Peter 

  Kharkov was gone and so was his influence, Gorky wondered how long it 

  would  be  before  someone would  think it a good  idea  to  unlock the  power 

  potential within the unit. He went on:

        "I have no desire to be responsible for the remaining crew members. 

  Those   who   have   remained,   have   shown   that   they   no   longer   consider 

  themselves bound by the discipline and the regulations which formed us into 

  fighting   crews.   We   are   now   individuals   making   our   own   lives   in   this 

  community - that is the choice we have made by remaining. As for myself, I 

  have no desire to involve myself with town committees and regulations."



        Belin contemplated the empty ocean.

        "Nor have I, Comrade Gorky - but we do not want a return to the rule of 

  the  old  woman and her mad companion. If that was the only alternative,  I 

  would wish that I had gone with the commander."

        "Not changing your mind, Serge?"

        "No! I am not changing my mind but we owe it to ourselves to make 

  sure that we are not weighed down by unnecessary rules and regulations."

        "You are forgetting the Holy man, I think."

        "He hides in his tower on the headland, he seemed happy enough to 

  give advice and let others do the work!"

        "The commander thought a lot of him - too much, perhaps - "

          There was a minute of silence before Belin resumed the conversation.

        "We have to ask ourselves whether we want to be regulated by this 

  man - he is not of our culture or our political traditions."

          "Perhaps   we   should   ask   ourselves   whether   those   who   were   not 

  members of the submarine crews, wanted to be ruled by nine officers of an 

  invading force, who were not of their culture and political traditions."

          "You seem to have made up your mind, Comrade Gorky - so what are 

  we discussing.

          Serge   Belin   turned   on   his   heel   and   scrunched   through   the   sand 

  towards the road. Gorky stared after him and then shrugged in dismissal. The 

  man had always  been  quick to  take offence  and he usually got over it as 

  quickly. He looked up at the lighthouse and decided that it was time to pay 

  the Holy man a visit.

        Carl   watched   the   Minsk   head   straight   out   to   sea.   There   was   a 

    purposefulness in the way that Peter did not deviate to north or south along 

  the coast, as he had done on the previous occasion. It spelt a finality in his 



  decision  - there  would  be no return and if they failed  to find others; if the 

  communities at Pringle's Head and Bethany were just aberrations; they would 

  die   alone   on   the   ocean.   The   risk   was   great   and   they   had   received   no 

  encouragement from the Firstling. He was disturbed by the clatter of stones 

  behind him. He turned and acknowledged Ivan Gorky.

          "Good morning, Captain - So, our friend has left us."

        Carl  didn't  know him very well,  he had always played  third  fiddle  to 

  Peter and Alexei. He stood stiff and wary and approached the subject without 

  preamble.

        "I have come to inform you that the officers who have remained, have 

  no interest in the administration of this community. However, it is our wish to 

  prevent the old woman and the crazy one from assuming control. We believe 

  it is your responsibility to assume command!"

        Carl blinked.

        "I think it should be made clear that I cannot assume anything. There 

  is only one ruler in Pringle's Head and that is our Firstling. He will make the 

  choice as to who will have certain administrative duties. Peter Kharkov was 

  allowed   to   do   so,   he   didn't   have   that   right   by   force   of   arms,   or   as   an 

  occupying power. Like yourself, I have no wish to take on the responsibility, 

  but the decision is in the hands of the Firstling."

          Gorky   bowed   slightly   and   turned   without   another   word.   Carl   stared 

  after him - he was a strange man but that didn't subtract from what he had 

  said. 

          There was no doubt, that with the departure of Peter Kharkov and his 

  comrade Alexei, there was a glaring need for someone to control the direction 

  of the expanding community. Carl expected an early visit from the Firstling, 

  but   it   was   not   forthcoming,   there   was   no   indication   as  to   what   should   be 



  done,   so   by   default,   the   responsibility   for   the   care   of   the   community   at 

  Pringle's Head fell squarely on to the shoulders of Carl Steinbecker. 

          There was little time now, for him to gaze out over the ocean from his 

  promontory, searching the horizon in the vain hope that the submarine would 

  return.   It   was   a   futile   exercise,   for   he   knew   that   Peter   Kharkov   had   the 

  determination to press on, no matter how difficult the journey might become. 

        Carl would sometimes try to imagine a scenario where his friend had 

  found the son he had gone to seek and the woman who had mothered him, 

  but he had to admit that the chances that he might do so were minimal. There 

  came the opportunity to seek some answers, he summoned up courage to 

  ask the Firstling. His answer was a steady gaze and a compassionate smile.

        "I will not tell you what has happened to your friend, but you can be 

  assured that he will never return to Pringle's Head and you will never meet 

  him again in this life. For a while, he played  his part here and served the 

  purpose of the Father. However reluctant you might feel, it is now your task to 

  organise and regulate the daily affairs of this city. You have already felt the 

  weight of that burden, so why will you question, when I send you a helpmate 

  to carry some of that load?"

        Carl flushed and stammered.

        "I still have memories of Mary and my children. I'm set in my ways and 

  I don't want another wife."

        It was a lame excuse and he knew it.

          "And you know how foolish it is to cling to the unattainable. You have 

  seen   Mary and  your  children   and  you   have   heard  her   thoughts   -  Firstling 

  thoughts - on this subject. Do you want me to bring Mary to you again, so that 

  she can confirm what I am telling you? Remember Thomas, of whom the Lord 

  said that it is better to believe without sight. I say again to you: It is not good 



  for man to be alone."

        The Firstling had turned aside and had left Carl with his thoughts - a 

  turmoil of thoughts.

        A few days later, Carl watched the progress of the little group along 

  the road leading to his lighthouse. At first, it looked like yet another party of 

  strangers who had sought their way to Pringle's Head from some hinterland 

  community.   The   unusual   thing   about   them   was   that   such   groups   usually 

  continued   on   the   main   road   over   the   ridge   into   the   town,   this   group   had 

  turned onto the path leading out to the headland without hesitation. With his 

  recognition of one of the group, his heart quickened.

        Dar was not in front, which would have been a familiar position, he was 

  always the leader. On this occasion, to each side of him was a woman and he 

  was carrying a child. In front of them, stalked a great grey wolf, with another 

  child holding its fur at the shoulder. The animal was a magnificent specimen 

  and easily capable of throwing off the small hand that restrained it. Instead, it 

  kept its pace down to that of the child.

        Carl stood his ground as the group came to a halt ten paces from him. 

  Dar hesitated  for  a moment, staring  into   the  gaunt face  of the  'holy  man'. 

  Carl's reputation had been spoken over the camp fires they had shared with 

  other   travellers.   He   had   gained   the   reputation   of   being   a   remote   man, 

  someone who was only approached when necessary. He was reputed to be 

  the man to whom the Kingly-Priest spoke most. He was honoured and a little 

  feared by most of those who inhabited the bustling city by the sea.

        Dar wasn't sure of his welcome. He had grown less sure with every 

  step he had taken during the previous days. His apprehension evaporated at 

  the warmth in Carl's voice.

          "Greetings, Dar - my son!"



        It was the first time he had ever called him that. A moment later and 

  they were locked in a hug - restrained a little by the small girl Dar carried.

        "My daughter, Dawn - Uncle Carl, it's wonderful to see you again - It's 

  been a long time."

        "Too long, Dar - but it is wonderful to see you!"

        Carl looked enquiringly at the other people in the group. Dar made the 

    introductions.

          "This is my wife, Merle - and this is Robert my son - and this is Ruth - 

  she came with us - and - and this is - Wolf."

        Carl smiled.

        "What else could you call him but Wolf? You are all welcome - very 

  welcome - but I'm afraid that my accommodation is very limited and not very 

  comfortable."

        "We know that, Uncle Carl - so I thought we would find a place in the 

  city."

          "Then, you thought wrongly, Dar! Do you think I'm going to let you slip 

  away again, as soon as you  have arrived?  You will  stay here  for the time 

  being and we will manage. Your wife will soon bear her child - and there is 

  room at this inn!"

        He   waved   aside   their   objections,   suddenly   animated   -   almost 

  intoxicated, by the advent of someone to break him out of his loneliness. 

          "You are very perceptive, Uncle Carl - May I call you that too?"

        Carl turned to Merle and smiled warmly.

        "As long as you never call me the 'holy man', I shall be happy, Merle."

        Ruth remained silent, watching and assessing. There was something 

  about this man that was mysterious - something deep - like a well from which 

  water hadn't been drawn for a long time. For the first time since she had lost 



  her partner and her children, during the terrible days of the winter, she was 

  aware of an awakening interest.

        As had been the case with the rest of the buildings of the community, 

  Carl's lighthouse had been repaired. The restoration had, of necessity, been 

  restricted   to   the   lower   two   stories   and   the   cellar   storeroom  beneath.   The 

  ground floor had been cleared of debris and the floor above roofed, so that 

  there   were   two   complete   rooms.   Each   was   of   a   substantial   size,   for   the 

  lighthouse   had   been   a   major   structure   in   its   day.   The   lower   stories   had 

  served as accommodation for the crews who had manned it. Those above, 

  the   ones   that   had   been   swept   away   by   the   devastation   of   the   city,   had 

  housed the mechanism and the light which had once served as a beacon for 

  the port. 

        So it was, that Merle, Ruth and the children were allocated the ground 

  floor and Carl and Dar the upper floor. Carl smiled a little at Dar's crestfallen 

  expression at being separated from his wife and children.

          "You will only have to tolerate me for a little while, Dar - We'll  soon 

  arrange something different."

        He   waved   aside   Dar's   earnest   protestation   that   it   was   a   wonderful 

  arrangement and Dar shut his mouth in the realisation that he could never 

  hope to hide anything from this perceptive man. It was ironic that Carl was 

  well  able to fulfil  his prediction. The irony was, that Peter Kharkov had left 

  and had missed the return of Dar by only a matter of weeks. The house on 

  the hill above the town was deserted - no one had taken over residence from 

  the absent captain. It was well enough known that Peter had bequeathed the 

  property to Carl but the 'holy man' had been slow to move house.

        It   was   a   matter   to   be   resolved   later.   Carl   looked   out   of   the   upper 

  window,   down   into   Jacob's   Bay   and   at   the   solitary   black   shape   of   the 



  remaining submarine. He had grown used to the absence of the Minsk but 

  every time he looked into the bay, he half expected to see the familiar black 

  shape moored close to the Barenkov and the solitary figure of Peter Kharkov 

  looking out from the conning tower at the shoreline.

        Dar joined him at the window.

        "What happened to the other submarine?"

        "Peter put to see with Alexei and a skeleton crew - about a dozen all 

  told. I don't expect them back."

        "What happened?"

          "You  weren't the  only one to  get restless, Dar. Peter decided  to go 

  back to his home base. He had his reasons - "

        Carl turned aside from the window

        "He   made   a   few   journeys   up   and   down   the   coast   -   he   called   it 

  exploring. He made the excuse that he wanted to find other communities. In 

  reality, he was trying to get the Minsk ready for a longer journey."

        "Did he find any other communities?"

        "Yes - one - about a hundred and fifty kilometres up the coast. They 

  call it Bethany, these days."

        Carl paused.

        "He came back with news of someone else, Darren."

        Dar stirred uneasily - Carl had never called him that since the first time 

  they had met. For some reason, his heart started to race. Carl turned back to 

  the window.

        "He met your mother, Darren - and David Johnstone, your cousin."

        Dar cleared his throat.

        "So - they survived - "

        "Yes - they survived."



        "Does the Councilman know - and Martha?"

        "Does   it   matter   if   they   do?   Both   the   Councilman   and   Martha   have 

  nothing to say these days. Their opinion counts for nothing. They have no 

  power."

        "Does my mother know about me?"

        "Peter told her as much as he knew - which wasn't much. You had left 

  the community and we didn't know where you were."

        "Is she all right?"

          "Your mother is well - she has a fine man as a husband and she has 

  two children - your half brother and half sister, to be accurate."

        Dar's voice was tremulous.

        "She's been busy!"

        "Life goes on, Dar - did you expect her to mourn your father for the rest 

  of her days?"

        Dar shook his head.

        "Now, tell me your story - it looks as if you've been busy too!"

        Dar sensed that there was a good deal more to be told but for some 

  reason Carl was holding back. He knew that there was nothing to be gained 

  by forcing the issue. He allowed the conversation to swing around to his own 

  recent history. Carl listened attentively,  slumped down with his back to the 

  curve of the stone circular wall below the window. He nodded slowly at the 

  end of the recital.

        "The Lord has blessed you wonderfully, Dar - a wife and children are 

  more  than   a   compensation   for   the   lack   of   understanding   you   experienced 

  from this - Bordo. He doesn't know it, but he was also an instrument in the 

  hands of the Father. Now, another chapter opens in your life - "

        Carl hesitated.



        "Tell me again - why did Ruth come with you?"

        "As near as I can tell, she felt she wanted to get away from Bordo and 

  the   Gatherers   -   perhaps   she   didn't   like   the   way   we   were   hounded   out. 

  Perhaps she felt sorry for Merle in her condition. She said something about 

  wanting to help with the children."

        Carl traced in the dust with his toe.

        "If you feel that she should go somewhere else, Uncle Carl, I'm sure 

  she would understand."

        Carl turned abruptly.

        "Why should I fee that she should go somewhere else? You're all very 

  welcome to stay as long as you wish."

        "I just - thought - you haven't got very much room here - "

          "Your trouble, young Dar, is that you think too much - and then read 

  into the answers what isn't there!"

        Dar stared out over the sea and grinned.

        "So, you like the look of her?"

        "There you go again! I said nothing of the sort. I simply said that you 

  were welcome to stay as long as you like. I said nothing about liking or not 

  liking anyone!"

        "Wasn't it Shakespeare who said: 'Methinks he protesteth to much'?"

        "More than likely he did, but I have no idea what that has to do with the 

  subject under discussion!"

        "Sorry, Uncle Carl, I seem to have got under your skin."

        Carl shook his head in disbelief.

        "Isn't it incredible how an innocent conversation can be turned around 

  - and we can't even blame Satan for it! No wonder we're warned to be careful 

  to avoid what comes out of the evil of our own hearts. Do you see how easy it 



  will be for the released Satan to approach man and tempt him. We haven't 

  changed all that much, our free will is still, at one and the same time, what 

  elevates us to the spiritual heights, but it can also lower us into the pit of the 

  Second Death."

  


